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Article ᆪᐺ
Monitoring of steel imports in USA – Consistency under WTO Laws
初⦌⺈朱材扪♲䤓䥠丰㢾⚵₥忇䦇␂㽤㈚屓⸩咃᧻
By Aman

The United States maintains a licensing
mechanism known as the Steel Import
Monitoring and Analysis (hereinafter referred
to as the ‘SIMA’) System. As per the system,
any business importing steel mill products
covered under the licensing program is
required to procure a license. This includes
importers, importing agents or brokers. The
aggregate data in relation to volume and prices
collected from the licenses are made available
to the public following review by the relevant
authorities. The purpose of the SIMA system
is to provide steel producers, steel consumers,
importers and the general public with future
trends in the volume and prices of steel imports
expected to enter the American steel market.
It must also be noted that the monitoring of
steel imports is not unique. A similar system for
monitoring steel exists in Canada and Mexico
as well. The SIMA system was introduced by
the United States Department of Commerce
(hereinafter referred to as ‘US DOC’) and has
been in force since December 9, 2003. The
SIMA System was specifically introduced at the
persistence of the domestic steel industry in the
United States which was going through a rough
patch then. The measure was introduced in

conjunction with the Section 201 case initiated
in early 20021. The domestic steel industry’s
stated purpose was to have the government
develop a system that would allow them to
have an early warning system for imports
so that they could file trade cases faster. As
discussed later, the Bush Administration made
it clear that while they wanted to develop a
system, it had to be automatic, with no cost
and not an impediment to trade.
This Article discusses the SIMA System and
discusses the consistency of the measure under
WTO law.

Key Features of SIMA
The list of steel mill products that require
steel import licenses are maintained by the
Enforcement and Compliance division of
the International Trade Administration2. The
details required for the license include:
1. Name of importer, exporter and
manufacturer
2. Country of origin and exportation
3. Expected port of entry
4. Expected date of export
5. Date of import
6. HTS number of product

1

On March 5, 2002 the President of the United States had signed a proclamation imposing, effective March 20, 2002,
increased tariffs on imports of certain steel products. The President’s action was taken pursuant to Section 201 of
the Trade Act of 1974. The duties are referred to as ‘safeguard measures’. In particular, duties were increased on
certain flat steel, hot-rolled bar, cold-finished bar, rebar, certain welded tubular products, carbon and alloy fittings,
stainless steel bar, stainless steel rod, tin mill products and stainless steel wire. A tariff rate quota was also applied
to steel slabs.

2

See <http://enforcement.trade.gov/steel/license/SMP_byHTS.pdf> as of January 1, 2016
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7. Product description
8. Volume of imports of particular
product
9. Value of imports
The license is permitted to be obtained up
to 60 days prior to the date of importation and
is valid for 75 days. In particular, the license
would have to be procured prior to completing
the necessary import documentation as the
license number would need to be provided in
the relevant import documentation. Upto 10
products can be imported on one license if the
importer, exporter, manufacturer and country
of origin and exportation of the product is the
same. More than 10 products would require
an additional license. In addition, if any of
the aforesaid categories differ, then a different
license would be required. As mentioned
above, there is no application fee charged
for the license and the license is provided
immediately on submitting the information,
if complete.
As discussed above, the purpose of the
SIMA System is to provide the public statistical
data on steel imports entering the United
States. Such publication takes place seven
weeks earlier than it would otherwise be
available to the public. On the basis of the
information compiled from the licenses, a series
of aggregate tables and graphs on imports of
steel mill products by country and type of steel
product is prepared. The information, prior
to being published, is also analyzed against
the census data. The statistics on the basis of
the information in the licenses is updated on
© 2016 Lakshmikumaran & Sridharan, India
All rights reserved

a weekly basis. Import statistics published are
provided up to the 6 digit level. However, it
does not provide aggregate port of entry data
because of the possibility of inadvertent release
of proprietary information.

WTO Consistency of SIMA
It must be noted that the SIMA System has
been designed to overcome the problems
highlighted by the Panel and the Appellate
Body in Argentina — Measures Affecting the
Importation of Goods (DS 445) with respect
to the Argentinian monitoring mechanism
called the Advance Sworn Import Declaration
(hereinafter referred to as ‘DJAI’). The DJAI
was held to be WTO-inconsistent (in particular
Article XI:1 of the Safeguards Agreement which
is discussed in detail below) as the license
was not automatic and the period between
application and providing license was delayed.
As mentioned above, the US administration
made it clear that while they wanted to
introduce SIMA it had to be automatic, with
no cost and not an impediment to trade.
The SIMA System, however, is still open
to challenge under the WTO Agreement on
Safeguards (hereinafter referred to as the
‘Safeguards Agreement’). Certain provisions
under the Safeguards Agreement prohibit
Members from taking or maintaining, inter
alia, import-price monitoring schemes or
import surveillance which afford protection.
In particular, Article 11:1(b) of the Safeguards
Agreement provides that:
‘Further, a Member shall not seek,
take or maintain any voluntary

3
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export restraints, orderly marketing
arrangements or any other similar
measures on the export or the
import side. 3 4 These include actions
by a single Member as well as actions
under agreements, arrangements and
understandings entered into by two or
more Members. Any such measure in
effect on the date of entry into force of
the WTO Agreement shall be brought
into conformity with this Agreement
or phase out in accordance with
paragraph 2.
_____________________________
3

An import quota applied as a
safeguard measure in conformity with
the relevant provisions of GATT 1994
and this Agreement may, by mutual
agreement, be administered by the
exporting Member.
4
Examples of similar measures include
export moderation, export-price or
import-price monitoring systems,
export or import surveillance,
compulsory import cartels and
discretionary export or import
licensing schemes, any of which
afford protection.’
(Emphasis added)
A measure on the import side such as an
import-price monitoring system or import
surveillance that affords protection will be
considered inconsistent with the requirements
of Article 11:1(b) of the Agreement on
Safeguards. In particular, as the proposed
© 2016 Lakshmikumaran & Sridharan, India
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mechanism does monitor the price of imports
of certain steel products, and may even be
regarded as a form of import surveillance, it
would be considered inconsistent if it is found
to afford protection. Therefore, the WTO
consistency of the proposed mechanism
would hinge upon on whether it is found to
‘afford protection’. It may be argued that the
proposed mechanism affords protection to
the domestic industry by alerting them to the
prices and volumes of imported steel products
in advance of such imports entering the US
market and allowing them to adjust their
own prices, production and sales strategies
accordingly.
It may be counter-argued however that the
import statistics are available to all interested
parties, namely domestic producers, importers
and exporters. As all other interested parties
have equal access to the information, the
monitoring mechanism cannot be considered
as providing protection to any one particular
party. Even importers or exporters may
devise their sales strategies based on statistics
provided. Therefore, in providing data access
to all parties, the proposed mechanism places
all parties at a level playing field. Furthermore,
the above import data is published only for
tariff lines on a 6-digit level. More disaggregated
data beyond the 6 digit level is not made public
for reasons of confidentiality and to protect
proprietary information.
[The author is an Associate, International
Trade Practice, Lakshmikumaran & Sridharan,
Delhi]
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Trade Remedy News ඏጵቤᆫ
Trade remedy measures against China
࣪ᒦਪݧནࡼඏጵቲࣅ
Product
ޘອ

Measures
ࡅဗ

Country
ਪଜ

1,1,1,2
tetrafuloroethane
1,1,1,2-႐८ጰᅱ

USA

ADD investigation initiated

ගਪ

खन༷ሾࢯއ

Notification No. and date
ᄰᒀૺ྇໐
MOFCOM news,
dated 25-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ25྇ǈ
ᇗݝቤᆫ

Alloy and non-alloy
iron steel product
ਜ਼ऻনᄤ
ޘອ

Viet Nam

Alloy hot-rolled flat
steel
ེᐘܢন

Thailand

Ꮧฉ

Imposed preliminary safeguard duty
ᑯ၃ဟۣᑇࡅဗၼ

MOFCOM news,
dated 14-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ14྇ǈ
ᇗݝቤᆫ

დਪ

Safeguard measure continued
ዓۣޠᑇࡅဗ

MOFCOM news,
dated 5-4-2016
2016ฤ4Ꮬ5྇ǈ
ᇗݝቤᆫ

Alloy steel, strip, hotrolled flat steel, coated
steel
নĂࡒĂེᐘ
ܢনĂᅇށন

South Africa

Aluminum Extrusions
ിቯݢ

Australia

ฉऻ

Safeguard investigation initiated
खۣᑇࡅဗࢯއ

MOFCOM news,
dated 5-4-2016
2016ฤ4Ꮬ5྇ǈ
ᇗݝቤᆫ

ࡍڦಽ

Aluminum Extrusions
ിቯݢ

Amorphous Silica
Fabric
ऻਘᒅᇕ

Benzoyl peroxide
ਭድછ۽ଡ揿

USA
ගਪ

USA
ගਪ

Taiwan
გᅭ

ADD - Initiation of accelerated review
न༷ሾ-खႥআဃ

Anti-dumping Notice No.
2016/31, dated 31-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ31྇ǈ
न༷ሾস2016/31

ADD and CVD - Initiation of AntiCircumvention Inquiry
न༷ሾਜ਼नݗᄣ-खनਖއࢯܜ

81 FR 15039 [A-570-967 and
C-570-968], dated 21-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ21྇ǈ81 FR 15039
[A-570-967 ਜ਼ C-570-968]

CVD - Postponement of
Preliminary Determination
नݗᄣ-ዓ໐खݚဟݡ

81 FR 13771 [C-570-039],
dated 15-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ15྇ǈ
81 FR 13771 [C-570-039]

ADD Order continued

MOFCOM news,
dated 22-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ22྇ǈ

ଖኚᑯ၃न༷ሾၼ

ᇗݝቤᆫ
© 2016 Lakshmikumaran & Sridharan, India
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Product
ޘອ

Country
ਪଜ

Carbon and Alloy Steel
Line Pipe
ღনਜ਼নሣ

Canada
ଝࡍ

Measures
ࡅဗ
ADD and CVD – Affirmative
finding of injury
न༷ሾਜ਼नݗᄣ-ళࢾቶݡࡀ
ᏴႼ

Cellphone
ጤࣅ࢟જ

Turkey

Safeguard investigation terminated

ᅉऐ

ᒫᒏۣᑇࡅဗࢯއ

Notification No. and date
ᄰᒀૺ྇໐
Govt. of Canada News Release
dated 29-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ29྇ǈ
ଝࡍᑶঀखݚቤᆫ

MOFCOM news,
dated 16-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ16྇ǈ
ᇗݝቤᆫ

Cold-rolled steel
ದᐘন

Indonesia
፝ࣞปᇝ

ADD Order continued
ଖኚᑯ၃न༷ሾၼ

MOFCOM news,
dated 25-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ25྇ǈ
ᇗݝቤᆫ

EU

Continuous filament
glass fibre products
༤݁ೇሏᆒ
Copper Pipe Fittings
ᄵୈ

๏ට

Canada
ଝࡍ

ADD – Initiation of expiry review
न༷ሾ-ख໐ᒫআဃ

EU 2016/C 99/06,
dated 15-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ15྇ǈ
EU 2016/C 99/06

ADD and CVD – Initiation of
expiry review
न༷ሾਜ਼नݗᄣ-ख໐ᒫআဃ

Govt. of Canada News
Release dated 22-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ22྇ǈ
ଝࡍᑶঀखݚቤᆫ

Disposable plastic
injector
ጙࠨቶႨ೯ᓖ

Argentina
ڄোᄪ

Initiated ADD sunset review
खन༷ሾ྇ൢআဃ

MOFCOM news,
dated 22-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ22྇ǈ
ᇗݝቤᆫ

Glassware
݁ೇා

Brazil

Initiated ADD sunset review

گᇝ

खन༷ሾ྇ൢআဃ

MOFCOM news,
dated 18-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ18྇ǈ
ᇗݝቤᆫ

India

Glazed/Unglazed
Porcelain/Vitrified tiles
᎐/ᆚ᎐ࠣᓝ

Hollow Structural
Sections
హቦቯݢ

፝ࣞ

Provisional anti-dumping duty
imposed
ᑯ၃ဟन༷ሾၼ

Australia
ࡍڦಽ

ADD - Time extended to make a
declaration as application for judicial
review filed
न༷ሾ-ᎅ᎖ᄋୣ೫ႊजဃއ༿ዓ
໐खݚᔢᒫݡ

© 2016 Lakshmikumaran & Sridharan, India
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12/2016-Cus. (ADD),
dated 29-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ29྇ǈ
12/2016-Cus. (ADD)
Anti-Dumping Notice No.
2016/29, dated 24-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ24྇ǈ
न༷ሾস2016/29
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Product
ޘອ
Hollow Structural
Sections
హቦቯݢ

Measures
ࡅဗ

Country
ਪଜ
Australia
ࡍڦಽ

ADD - Product description amended
consequent to anti-circumvention
investigation
न༷ሾ-োनਖއࢯܜஉਫኀখ
ޘښອࢾፃ

Hot Rolled Flat
products of non-alloy
and other alloy steel in
coils of a width of 600
mm or more
ࣞᏴ600ඳૺጲ
ࡼེᐘຳޘۇອ
Large line pipe
ࡍቯሣ

India

Safeguard duty imposed

፝ࣞ

ᑯ၃ۣᑇࡅဗၼ

Canada
ଝࡍ

ADD and CVD - Initiation of
preliminary injury inquiry
न༷ሾਜ਼नݗᄣ-ख߱ݛႼࢯއ

Notification No. and date
ᄰᒀૺ྇໐
Anti-Dumping Notice No.
2016/24, dated 17-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ17྇ǈ
न༷ሾস2016/24
1/2016- Cus. (SG),
dated 29-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ29྇ǈ
1/2016- Cus. (SG)

Govt. of Canada News Release
dated 29-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ29྇ǈ
ଝࡍᑶঀखݚቤᆫ

Monosidum glutanate
ᆜற

Viet Nam
Ꮧฉ

Safeguard duty imposed
ᑯ၃ۣᑇࡅဗၼ

MOFCOM news,
dated 31-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ31྇ǈ
ᇗݝቤᆫ

Petroleum Wax
Candles
ဝᎉᓈ

Polyethylene
Terephthalate Resin
࣪۽औଡႭጰऔ
揾ၥᒂ
Polyethylene
Terephthalate Resin
࣪۽औଡႭጰऔ
揾ၥᒂ
Potassium Hydroxide
༶ድછଢ

USA
ගਪ

USA
ගਪ

USA
ගਪ

ADD – Affirmative sunset review
न༷ሾ-ళࢾቶ྇ൢআဃ

81 FR 17665 [A-570-504],
dated 30-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ30྇ǈ
81 FR 17665 [A-570-504]

CVD – Final affirmative
determination of subsidy
नݗᄣ-ᔢᒫళࢾቶݡࡀᏴݗᄣ

81 FR 13337 [C-570-025],
dated 14-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ14྇ǈ
81 FR 13337 [C-570-025]

ADD - Final Determination of
Sales at Less Than Fair Value
न༷ሾ-ᔢᒫݡࢅ᎖ᑵޟଥᒋ

81 FR 13331 [A-570-024],
dated 14-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ14྇ǈ
81 FR 13331 [A-570-024]

ሾ၉

Japan
྇۾

Imposed preliminary ADD duty
ᑯ၃ဟन༷ሾၼ

MOFCOM news,
dated 29-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ29྇ǈ
ᇗݝቤᆫ

© 2016 Lakshmikumaran & Sridharan, India
All rights reserved
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Product
ޘອ

Country
ਪଜ

Potassium
Permanganate
ඨႭଢ
Refrigerator
ܹረ

USA

ADD Order continued

ගਪ

ଖኚᑯ၃न༷ሾၼ

Morocco
ൣহ

Ring shaped magnet
ણᓨࠟᄤ

Measures
ࡅဗ

ADD investigation initiated
खन༷ሾࢯއ

Brazil

Imposed final ADD duty

گᇝ

ᑯ၃ᔢᒫन༷ሾၼ

USA

ADD and CVD Orders continued

ගਪ

ଖኚन༷ሾਜ਼नݗᄣഎ

Seamless tubes, pipes
and hollow profiles of
iron, alloy or non-alloy
steel (other than cast
iron and stainless steel)
ᇄॠনǄ߹೫ᓓ
ᄤਜ਼ݙኄনǅ

India

Imposition of provisional ADD
recommended

Stainless Steel Sheet
and Strip
ݙኄনۇਜ਼নࡒ

USA

Seamless Carbon Alloy
Steel Standard Line
and Pressure Pipes
ᇄॠღনܪᓰ
ሣਜ਼ኹೆ

፝ࣞ

ፇᑯ၃ဟन༷ሾၼ

ගਪ

Initiation of Countervailing Duty
Investigation
खनݗᄣࢯއ

Steel spring washer
নᒜࡧવ࢞མ

Argentina

Tape
௳ߛ

Argentina

ڄোᄪ

Truck and Bus Tyres
ఌޱਜ਼ఱޱൔ

ڄোᄪ

USA
ගਪ

ADD investigation initiated
खन༷ሾࢯއ

Initiated ADD sunset review
खन༷ሾ྇ൢআဃ

Postponement of Preliminary
Determination in CVD
Investigation
नݗᄣࢯއዓ໐खݚဟݡ

Tungsten carbide
ღછᆿ

© 2016 Lakshmikumaran & Sridharan, India
All rights reserved

EU
๏ට

ADD – Initiation of expiry review
न༷ሾ-ख໐ᒫআဃࢯއ

Notification No. and date
ᄰᒀૺ྇໐
81 FR 14835 [A-570-001],
dated 18-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ18྇ǈ
81 FR 14835 [A-570-001]
MOFCOM news, dated 5-4-2016
2016ฤ4Ꮬ5྇ǈᇗݝቤᆫ
MOFCOM news, dated 16-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ16྇ǈᇗݝቤᆫ
81 FR 14089 [A-570-956 and
C-570-957], dated 16-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ16྇ǈ81 FR 14089
[A-570-956 ਜ਼C-570-957]

F.No. 14/2/2015-DGAD,
dated 31-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ31྇ǈ
14/2/2015-DGADস

81 FR 13322 [C-570-043],
dated 14-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ14྇ǈ
81 FR 13322 [C-570-043]
MOFCOM news, dated 6-4-2016
2016ฤ4Ꮬ6྇ǈᇗݝቤᆫ
MOFCOM news, dated 22-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ22྇ǈᇗݝቤᆫ
81 FR 18573 [C-570-041],
dated 31-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ31྇ǈ
81 FR 18573 [C-570-041]
EU 2016/C 108/05,
dated 23-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ23྇ǈ
EU 2016/C 108/05
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Product
ޘອ

Measures
ࡅဗ

Country
ਪଜ

Tyre Curing Presses
ൔഒછ૦

India

Vitrified or porcelain
tiles
ࠣᓝ

India

፝ࣞ

Definitive anti-dumping duty
continued after sunset review
྇ൢআဃଖኚᔢᒫन༷ሾၼ

፝ࣞ

ADD New shipper review –
Applicants found not entitled to
individual dumping margin
न༷ሾቤ߲ాআဃ-༿ཽᎌ
ࡻ༷ࣖሾ७ࣞ

Wheelbarrows
ࣖൔ၄ᅎޱ

South Africa

Xanthan Gum
લᏇୢ

Zinc coated steel
ࣜቡۇ

Provisional ADD imposed

Notification No. and date
ᄰᒀૺ྇໐
11/2016-Cus. (ADD),
dated 29-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ29྇ǈ
11/2016-Cus. (ADD)
F. No.15/25/2011-DGAD,
dated 28-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ28྇ǈ
15/25/2011-DGAD
Government Gazette No. 38538,
dated 6-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ6྇ǈ
ᑶঀস38538

ฉऻ

ᑯ၃ဟन༷ሾၼ

USA

ADD – Preliminary Rescission of
New Shipper Review
न༷ሾ-߱ݛནሿቤ߲ాআဃ

81 FR 15240 [A-570-985],
dated 22-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ22྇ǈ
81 FR 15240 [A-570-985]

ADD - Product description
amended consequent to anticircumvention investigation
न༷ሾ-नਖઁއࢯܜኀখޘښ

Anti-Dumping Notice No. 2016/23,
dated 17-3-2016
2016ฤ3Ꮬ17྇ǈ
न༷ሾস2016/23

ගਪ

Australia
ࡍڦಽ

ອपᆍ

Trade remedy measures by China
ᒦਪݧནࡼඏጵࡅဗ
Product
ޘອ
Grain oriented flatrolled electrical steel
ནሶ࢟ন

Polyacrylonitrile fiber
受൘

Country
ਪଜ
Japan,
Korea
RP and EU
྇۾Ă
ਹਪਜ਼๏ට

Japan,
Korea
RP and EU
྇۾Ă
ਹਪਜ਼๏ට

© 2016 Lakshmikumaran & Sridharan, India
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Measures
ࡅဗ
Preliminary determination of
levying deposit
߱ࢾݡݛᑯ၃ۣᑺ

Preliminary determination of
levying deposit
߱ࢾݡݛᑯ၃ۣᑺ

Notification No. and date
ᄰᒀૺ྇໐
MOFCOM Announcement No.
10 of 2016, dated 1-4-2016
2016ฤ4Ꮬ1྇ǈ
ᇗݝস2016ฤ10
MOFCOM Announcement
No. 9 of 2016, dated 1-4-2016
2016ฤ4Ꮬ1྇ǈ
ᇗݝস2016ฤ9
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WTO News ီඏᔝᒅቤᆫ
◿ㄵ⻀初⦌䦇␂䤓槭䲊㺠㢅ぴ⇫不幐㘹㡌
㙟怆℘䵾屲⑂

䭚⟕᧨⻀⚝劔⺈⅝㡴㦻扪♲䤓㺣┷↯戢孔

㦗㡴᧨◿ㄵ抩䩴:72䱧

ⓜ橸⦌⺈梏桷⸭㡌ℕⒿ䤓

⮓᧨◿ㄵ⑂⸩⺈初⦌⻀初⦌⸭㡌䤓⺕⬭┯

♜⋍枏䲝ᇭ䏅力᧨㡴㦻帳橸⦌㈐㟅♜

䔈⸩/✛+%伊䤓槭䲊㺠不幐䟂庆ⅉ䟂

⋍枏䲝ₜ䶵⚗₥忇兓兖♜⋍枏◞帽᧨⥯

庆忈䞷䤓㘹㡌᧨ⅴ♙⻀㩟K不幐⸭㡌㟿摞

橸⦌枨幾⦿帳⸩ℕ㗮⹂✛⥯㨫␂侊᧨⚛㢅

棟Ⓟ䤓㘹㡌♠怆₥忇兓兖℘䵾屲⑂䲚ㄞᇭ

庒㩴䲚ㄞⷧ⦷凉椆ᇭ㡴㦻䱿橸⦌⦷庒㩴₼

◿ㄵ帳扨K㘹㡌初⦌⦷␅㦜┰忇㢢㋊

⺈扪♲䤓㟿摞✛ↆ㫋䤓㈀❜⒕㨟ㄅ槭⪉ℝ

◞⸩␆⇢㔎庉㢅梃嫷₼䤓㧰㷍ₜ咃᧨ㄅ

䱾㨐幐㗽䤓⸱屑⸰㩴ᇭ⥯㷳㡴㦻帳橸⦌

₣◿ㄵ㽤ⅉ⦷初⦌幍䵚⟕₩⸭⇢⅝ℚ㙟

扬♜ℕ♜⋍枏◞帽䶻ᇬᇬᇬ

∪Ⱁ帰並㧉✛䦇␂㦜┰嫛₩䷘伊⇋㦜┰䤓

ᇬᇬᇬ✛㧰ᇭ

初⦌㽤ⅉ䦇㹣᧨噆㈦ℕ戒⺠䤓↧㍯ᇭ◿ㄵ
执䱿扨K屓⸩执㈀❜ℕ㏎㎞㙟∪㦜┰䤓呹

㶶䥮⺈㧴呹棎㫈ㆆ䤓䞮䓸㪃㽈⸭㡌♜⋍枏䲝
嬺帳扬♜₥忇兓兖屓⒨

䏅ⅉ㿐┷ᇭ◿ㄵ嫷䯉扨K㘹㡌⦷㦜┰忇㢢

㦗㡴᧨₥忇兓兖℘䵾屲⑂㧉

㋊◞⸩ₚ⇋⃝⺈◿ㄵ䦃㘴㒥梃㘴抯㒟㗮

㨓♠をℕ␂ℝ㶶䥮⺈㧴呹棎㫈㙟䤓䞮䓸㪃

⹂ᇭ初⦌䤓㘹㡌扬♜ℕ㦜┰忇㢢㋊◞⸩䶻

㽈⸭㡌♜⋍枏㘹㡌㫗 '6 䤓₢⹅兓㔴

㧰ᇬ㧰ᇬ㧰ᇬ㧰ᇬ㧰ᇬ

⛙ᇭ棎㫈ㆆ⭿䱿㶶䥮㇢⻏⦷㨓抯棎㫈ㆆ䞮

㧰✛呹䏅ⅉ㙟∪㦜┰䤓㿐┷棓ↅ䶻㹄✛

ℶ⟕㷲デↆ⋋㢅᧨㶶䥮㇢⻏♥ⅲℕ棎㫈ㆆ

䶻㹄ᇭ⚛㫆᧨⻀㟿摞棟Ⓟ䤓㘹㡌᧨⃮嬺

⮶廕䞮ℶ⟕⒉♲⟕䤓㒟㦻㔴⛙力摖䞷棎㫈

帳扬♜ℕ㦜┰忇㢢㋊◞⸩䶻㧰ᇬ

ㆆ₩捷⏻を䤓♑劒ↆ㫋䤓⋩㽤扬♜ℕ䦇

㧰ᇬ㧰✛㧰ⅴ♙呹䏅ⅉ㙟∪㦜┰䤓

␂屓⒨ᇭ

㿐┷棓ↅ䶻㹄✛䶻㹄ᇭ

函䞷梏桷⸭㡌♜⋍枏䲝㙟⒉℘䵾屲⑂ᇭ㷳

₢⹅兓㞾㖐棎㫈ㆆ䤓ㆯ᧨帳㶶䥮䤓

㷳⚛㢅᧨⦷₥忇兓兖℘䵾屲⑂䤓䶻

⋩㽤扬♜ℕ♜⋍枏◞帽䶻㧰᧨⥯

ↅ㫗ↅ₼᧨┯㖎⮶⺈初⦌⻀⺈扪♲呹

㶶䥮㦹厌㫈㗽嬺庒㩴䤓䞮ℶ⟕⒉♲⟕㓏

┯㖎⮶䤓怔☚⏘⮓䚕兇᧤⏘槱㓢◿兇᧥䤓

≬䟨䤓帿帰並䞮䓸㪃㽈䤓䞮ℶ㒟㦻ᇭ㷳

㈐㟅嫴心䲝㙟⒉℘䵾屲⑂ᇭ

⮥᧨㶶䥮⦷㨓抯㷲デↆ⋋扖䲚₼∎䞷䤓ಯ

㡴㦻⻀橸⦌⺈㺣┷梏桷⸭㡌♜⋍枏䲝㙟⒉
℘䵾屲⑂

㒟㦻ರㄅₜ㢾☮ℶ⦌棎㫈ㆆ㣽拜抑䞷䤓㒟

㦗㡴᧨㡴㦻尐㻑⚛橸⦌扪嫛
© 2016 Lakshmikumaran & Sridharan, India
All rights reserved

㦻᧨⥯㷳⃮ₜ䶵⚗♜⋍枏◞帽䶻㧰✛
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Ratio Decidendi ಯᎅ
嬺庒㩴ℶ❐ℶ❐⃚梃ₜ尐㻑↊⇤⚛䱜㒥伊
⇋♦Ⓙ德䠠
㶶䥮㽤棱帳㶶䥮䤓⪉㦻㽤屓᧨:72
♜⋍枏◞帽䦇㹣᧨㦻愺ₜ榏尐劒壠䀘㫗ℶ
❐䤓㰑㊄㉔權㢾₹䟀伊⇋ℶ❐兓㒟䤓㠃
⇢ₙ⻭ℝ⚛伊䤓ℶ❐ᇭ⦷扨㡈槱᧨㽤棱帳
⪉㦻㽤屓䤓㠖㦻₼ㄅ㼰㦘㞾㖐ℶ❐⃚
梃尐㻑ⷧ⦷⚛䱜㒥伊⇋䤓䔈㸙尐㻑ᇭ㷳
㫗₼䤓扪♲⟕⭿䱿䦇␂䤓子⑂屓⸩᧤䶻
⚆屓⸩᧥⺈⮩䱜ℶ❐⸭㡌♜⋍
枏䲝᧨⇕扨Kℶ❐ㄅₜ伊⇋㒥⚛䱜᧨⥯
㷳ㄅₜ㨓㒟₹ℶ❐᧨⥯㷳抩扖₹庒
㩴⸭㡌♜⋍枏㘹㡌㢾ₜ⚗䚕䤓ᇭ䏅力㽤棱
㕡公ℕ年ㆯ᧨夌䏅㽤棱帳⻌丰ℶ❐ⷧ
⦷ₜ⚛䤓歝㫋ᇬㇱ䕅✛⻭㊶᧨⇕⻀椅䞆力
岏᧨Ⅵⅻ㦘䦇⚛䤓⪉㦻䓸䚕✛㔏㦾䔈㈐᧨
ㄅ₣掌㢾䦃㘴歮䓸㘴屵ᇭ⥯㷳㽤棱帳
㶶䥮㇢⻏⦷䫽⸩䀘㫗ℶ❐䤓⸩⃘㢅㔙椅䞆
殟␆✛☷㓎䞷␆▔㕻⦷₹庒㩴₼ₜⷧ⦷
㢝㣍䤓枨幾᧨⥯㼰㦘幐㗽幐㢝Ⱁ㨫ₜ⚛
䤓䀘㫗ℶ❐⸩⃘᧨♾厌抯㒟ₜ⚛䤓子⑂ᇭ

ᇻ3RUWPHLULRQ*URXS8./WG幘喀⦌䲝┰䀆
␂㋊刁ಧ⒳㠼㡴㦮㦗㡴᧨㫗
ↅ⚆&ᇼ

㢅♜⋍枏䲝
㶶䥮㽤棱㞾㖐デ幍㽤棱䤓屑䍈᧨ₜ⍞
㦏兗子⑂᧨㢅子⑂♾厌嬺帳㼰㦘䕻
䵚⦿抯㒟↊⇤㗮⯀ᇭ㷳㫗₼䤓ₙ幘ⅉ㢾⦌
␔䞮ℶ⟕⃚᧨德䠠㈐㟅㢅♜⋍枏䲝䤓
子⑂᧨帳㓏㈐㟅䤓䲝㡱㼰㦘䀗棳⋍枏⃮
㼰㦘⺠⥯⋍枏抯㒟䤓㗮⯀ᇭ䏅力㽤棱∬
忥ⅴ㈏⒳√㽤帳᧨⦷㦏兗子⑂䞮㟗⚝᧨
㢅子⑂ㄅₜⷧ⦷䕻䵚䤓㽤㈚㟗┪ᇭ㶶䥮
㽤棱⃮㕡公ℕₙ幘ⅉ㙟⒉䤓帳∬槯⒳√
㽤䘿⦷䤓㫗ↅ㡯␂᧨⥯℘帽₼䤓子⑂
䤓㟗┪ㄅₜ㢾⺈䀘㫗ℶ❐䤓䞮ℶ⟕䤓扪♲
㒥⒉♲力岏᧨力㢾⺈挲K其兼⦷䲚ㄞ₼ⷧ
⦷Ⓒ䥙␂侊䤓㶶䥮䞮ℶ⟕力岏䤓幉䍈ᇭ
ᇻ6RODU:RUOG$*幘㶶䥮Ᵽ⛧↩ಧ⒳㠼㡴
㦮㦗㡴᧨㶶䥮㽤棱㫗ↅ⚆
&3ᇼ

News Nuggets ቤᆫறખ
㽤⦌⺈歮❐䞷㭤㰗㽈✛㮿㽈㈐㟅欬⮥
␂䲝

₼㟈♧ℕ㭽㨦䞷⦿᧨⃮ㆤ怆ℕ䘾⬒桽
欧ᇭ㭤㰗㽈⃮㢾䱜䞮䓸䑒㠨ᇭ

㭤㰗㽈㢾泻㧴導℩✛◿ㄵ⻋導℩⒉♲
䤓₹摜尐ℶ❐᧨⦷幇⮩歮❐ⅴ♙槭歮
❐₼㢾₹摜尐䤓㒟⒕᧨√Ⱁ㾦♠㻃ᇭ
䏅力㩟K䪣䴅巵⛙⦷歮❐₼∎䞷㭤㰗
㽈᧨帳⸒♾ⅴ⺋咃㌲㉒嫏丰䡍䡔✛棎
⺣喷䀆照㺞䡖䤓⑯䘖ᇭ⚛㢅䟀ℝ㭤㰗㪠

␂ℝ䞮䓸⮩㫆㊶䤓㽤⦌㽤㈚䶻≽
㷲㫗㕮⺈䞷ℝ歮❐䤓㭤㰗㽈✛㮿㽈㈐
㟅欬⮥␂䲝ᇭ㽤⦌帳᧨棳ℕ⺈ℶ❐欐
を䰐ⅳ᧨∎␅⯀♊䵭℘↧╎⺕⺋咃ℶ
❐㦎㗱✛⺠䀗忈᧨⚛㢅ソ┸冃㔳⏻↦
⋴ㅆᇭ年≽㷲㫗⃮␂㽷ℕ䘾⬒桽欧ᇭ䏅
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力᧨㷲Ⱁ欓㦮㫆᧨㽤⦌䤓忇㢢↨⇃幓
幉帳≽㷲㫗扬♜₥忇兓兖䦇␂屓⒨᧨
ㄅ₣年≽㷲㫗ㄅₜ㢾⪉ℝ⚗䚕䤓䱠ⷵ㘷
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䚕ᇭ⺈≽㷲㫗䤓㩟K␅Ⅵ㎞屐帳⺈䞷
⇫䞮䓸䑒㠨䤓㭤㰗㽈ₜ㈐䲝᧨⺕㎞✂䧏
䘾⬒桽欧执㼰㦘⸛⏷屲⑂ᇭ
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